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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1 . The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

2. Claims 2, 3, 5-7, 57, 63, and 67-79 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ludwig (previously cited) in view of Cezanne (previously cited),

Andrea (previously cited) and Slattery, US 5,848,146 A.

3. Regarding claim 2, Ludwig teaches a device for use in association with a

multimedia system for capturing and reproducing at least audio signals (p. 3, lines 24-

27), the device being:

A) associated with a plurality of microphones (p. 19, line 24 - p. 20, line 12,

teaches at least three inputs via 802, 807, or 808);

B) configured to perform adaptive acoustic stereo or mono echo-canceling

operations on audio signals captured by at least some of the associated microphones to

produce at least one stereo echo-canceling audio signal (p. 20, lines 13-19, teaches a

stereo echo-canceling function when the input is routed from A-IN port (802) to the EQ

(815) then the echo-canceller (814) and stereo audio is used in teleconferencing;

otherwise it is explicit that Ludwig teaches mono echo cancelling);

C) configured to perform synthetic aperture microphone processing on the audio

signals captured by at least some of the associated microphones for producing at least

one synthetic aperture microphone audio signal (Ludwig does not appear to teach this);

and
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D) configured to select between the synthetic aperture microphone processing

capabilities and the adaptive acoustic stereo and mono echo-canceling operations (Fig.

1 9, units 802, 804, 807, 808, and 81 1 -815 teaches that the echo-canceling operations

are bypassed when using the I/O ports 807 and 808).

Therefore, Ludwig teaches a device with parts A, B, and D, but does not teach

part C, the synthetic aperture microphone processing. Cezanne teaches synthetic

aperture microphone processing (see Abstract, where synthetic aperture microphone

processing is taught by a microphone array with adaptive sensitivity to a given direction,

and this process can also be referred to as beamforming).

Specifically, Cezanne teaches a technique for adaptively adjusting the directivity

of a microphone array to reduce background noise in a device used for video

teleconferencing systems and multimedia computer communication systems (Col. 1,

lines 10-27 and 43-46). It would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to combine the teachings of Ludwig and Cezanne for the

purpose of reducing background noise. The combination of Ludwig and Cezanne

teaches a system that could have been used together in teleconferencing systems and

multimedia computer communication systems, however the system of Ludwig appears

to bypass the echo-canceling system only when the handset or headset input is used.

Cezanne does not positively recite a handset or a headset.

Andrea teaches a telephone handset with adaptive noise cancellation for use in

noisy environments (Col. 1, lines 7-12 and Fig. 8-11 and 15-17). Andrea teaches

several different embodiments of handsets (Col. 14, lines 30-63 and Fig. 8-11), and
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teaches that a system like Cezanne could be used to further reduce noise (Col. 15, line

1 6 - Col. 16, line 7). It would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to combine the teachings of Ludwig, Cezanne, and Andrea for the

purpose of further reducing sidelobe noises. However, the combination does not teach

selecting between mono and stereo echo-cancelling.

Slattery teaches a telephone conferencing system with groups of microphones,

each with an echo-cancelling system (abstract). Specifically, Slattery teaches echo

cancelling in mono and stereo configurations, wherein the mode is selectable (column

8, lines 1 1 -36 and figure 2C, unit 1 1 -20). It would have been obvious for one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the teachings of Ludwig, Cezanne,

Andrea, and Slattery for the purpose of providing an expandable conferencing system.

4. Regarding claim 3, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. It would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to construct a single package containing the mono and stereo

echo-canceling operations and the synthetic aperture microphone processing

capabilities as taught by the combination of Ludwig, Cezanne, Andrea, and Slattery.

Both Ludwig and Andrea teach an external I/O box (see Ludwig, Fig. 19 and Andrea,

Fig. 1 1 and 17), and it would have been obvious to combine like features in one

package.

5. Regarding claim 5, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. In the combination, Cezanne teaches this feature of directional

sensitivity.
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6. Regarding claim 6, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. In the combination, Cezanne teaches at least a delay operation

on at least some of the audio signals (Fig. 3, unit 30 and 35).

7. Regarding claim 7, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. In the combination, Ludwig teaches audio-video elements

configured to receive, transmit, encode, and decode at least one of the audio signals

and video signals (p. 9, lines 30-35).

8. Regarding claim 57, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. In the combination, Ludwig teaches a communications port

configured to couple the device to a workstation (Fig. 19, units 802, 804, 805, 807, and

808).

9. Regarding claim 63, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. The combination of Ludwig, Cezanne, Andrea, and Slattery

could also have been realized using just the microphone array (Andrea, Fig. 16) and by

connecting it through the A-IN port 802 (Ludwig, Fig. 19).

1 0. Regarding claim 67, the further limitation of claim 2, see the preceding argument

with respect to claim 2. In the combination, Ludwig teaches standard echo-canceling

circuitry (Fig. 19, unit 814 and p. 20, lines 1-6), Cezanne teaches digital signal

processing hardware (Col. 4, lines 28-35), and Andrea teaches the use of a digital

signal processor capable of all digital processing functions (Col. 5, lines 50-55). It

would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

perform all the functions in a single processor to save costs.
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1 1 . Regarding claim 68, see the preceding argument with respect to claim 2. The

combination of Ludwig, Cezanne, Andrea, and Slattery teaches a method with these

features.

12. Regarding claim 69, the further limitation of claim 68, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 67. The combination teaches these features.

1 3. Regarding claim 70, the further limitation of claim 68, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 63. The combination teaches these features.

14. Regarding claim 71 , the further limitation of claim 68, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 5. The combination teaches these features.

15. Regarding claim 72, see the preceding argument with respect to claim 2. The

combination of Ludwig, Cezanne, Andrea, and Slattery teaches a method with these

features.

16. Regarding claim 73, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 3. The combination teaches these features.

1 7. Regarding claim 74, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 67. The combination teaches these features.

18. Regarding claim 75, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 63. The combination teaches these features.

1 9. Regarding claim 76, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 5. The combination teaches these features.

20. Regarding claim 77, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 6. The combination teaches these features.
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21 . Regarding claim 78, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 7. The combination teaches these features.

22. Regarding claim 79, the further limitation of claim 72, see the preceding

argument with respect to claim 57. The combination teaches these features.

Response to Arguments

23. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 2, 3, 5-7, 57, 63, and 67-79 have

been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

24. In anticipation of applicant's arguments, the combination of prior art as shown

above teaches the features of the claims. Specifically, the combination of Ludwig,

Cezanne, Andrea, and Slattery teaches selecting between mono echo cancelling,

stereo echo cancelling and synthetic aperture microphone processing. The insertion of

a headset into the system taught by Ludwig causes a selection between echo cancelling

and synthetic aperture processing when the teachings of Cezanne are applied to a

headset with a microphone array, as shown by Andrea. Slattery further makes it

obvious to select between mono and stereo functions when microphones are added and

removed.

Conclusion

25. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.
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Matouk et al. (previously cited) - teaches active noise suppression in a telephone

handset (abstract); and

Mauney et al. (previously cited) - teaches an earpiece with directional sensitivity

towards user's mouth (abstract).

26. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Daniel R. Sellers whose telephone number is 571-272-

7528. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday, 9am to 5:30pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Sinh Tran can be reached on (571 )272-7564. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Daniel R. Sellers/

Examiner, Art Unit 2615

/Sinh N Tran/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2615


